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Abstract: This paper investigates the scaling effect on power factor of surface mounted permanent magnet Vernier (SPM-V) machines with 

power ratings ranging from 3kW, 500kW, 3MW to 10MW. For each power rating, different slot/pole number combinations have been 

considered to study the influence of key parameters including inter-pole magnet leakage and stator slot leakage on power factor. A detailed 

analytical modelling, incorporating these key parameters, is presented and validated with 2D Finite Element Analysis (FEA) for different 

power ratings and slot/pole number combinations. The study has revealed that with scaling (increasing power level), significant increase 

in electrical loading combined with the increased leakage fluxes, i.e. (a) magnet leakage flux due to large coil pitch to rotor pole pitch ratio, 

(b) magnet inter-pole leakage flux and (c) stator slot leakage flux, reduces the ratio of armature flux linkage to PM flux linkage and thereby 

has a detrimental effect on the power factor. Therefore, unlike conventional SPM machines, the power factor of SPM-V machines is found 

to be significantly reduced at high power ratings. 
 

1. Introduction 
Offshore wind power has huge potential to be one of 

the main renewable energy sources for electric power 
generation. Larger wind turbines can significantly reduce the 
overall cost of offshore wind farms, making the wind energy 
a competitive source of clean energy [1]. Because of the harsh 
environment, the reliability and maintenance have been major 
challenges for the offshore wind market. Gear box is 
considered to be one of the weakest link in the whole drive 
train system, creating serious reliability issues [2]. A direct 
drive system enables the complete elimination of the gearbox 
by directly coupling the generator with the shaft of turbine 
blades. However, high power at low speed equates to high 
torque and hence increases the volume and mass of the direct 
drive generators. Several solutions have been proposed in the 
past to improve direct drive machines torque/power density 
such as transverse flux machines [3], magnetically geared 
machines [4], [5] etc. However, these machines often have 
complicated structures, making them less attractive for high 
power applications.  

Recently, Vernier machines, based on the same 
principle as magnetically geared machines [6], have become 
very popular mainly due to their high torque density 
combined with simple structure. In addition, its inherent low 
torque ripple makes it very suitable for low-speed direct drive 
applications [7], [8]. However, a relatively low power factor 
compared to conventional permanent magnet (PM) machines 
currently prevents its penetration into wider industrial 
applications [9]–[11] due to the requirement for larger 
converter ratings, which could lead to increase in system cost 
and losses. Several novel Vernier topologies have been 
proposed in the past to improve the power factor of such 
machines [12]–[15] to address this critical issue. However, 
the review of literature reveals that most of the works related 
to power factor improvement and its analysis have been 
performed for relatively small scale (up to few kWs) Vernier 
machines. Moreover, a systematic study of the impact of 
scaling on power factor has not been done before. Such study 
is critical due to the increasing power rating of offshore wind 
turbine.  

 

In line with this objective, this paper presents a 
detailed study on the performance of conventional SPM-V 
machine (as shown in Fig. 1) over a wide range of power 
ratings (3kW to 10MW) compared to a conventional SPM 
machine with main focus on the power factor. Different 
slot/pole number combinations will be analyzed for each 
power rating to assess the optimal performance. In previous 
work, researchers have used simple power factor equations to 
qualitatively explain the poor power factor of SPM-V 
machines against the conventional SPM machines [6], [12], 
[15]–[17]. However, a detailed consideration of parameters 
like inter-pole magnet leakage and stator slot leakage fluxes 
across different slot/pole numbers for power factor 
calculation has not been performed before. Therefore, the 
consideration of these parameters in the power factor 
calculation and their quantitative validation with 2D FE 
analysis across power ratings and different slot/pole numbers 
adds to extra novelty of this work. 

 
Fig. 1. An example of SPM-V machine topology with 6-
slot/10-pole. 

2. Basic working principle of Vernier machine 
 
SPM-V machines, unlike conventional SPM machines, 

utilize the flux modulation principle for generating high 
torque [14], [15]. The stator open slot structure in Vernier 
machines (as shown in Fig. 1) modulates the rotor magnet 
MMF in the airgap, which can be calculated by [7]  繋牒暢岫肯鎚┸ 建岻 噺 布 繋牒暢沈cos岫件鶏追肯鎚 伐 件降勅建岻著

沈退怠┸戴┸泰┼  (1) 
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where 鶏追  is the rotor pole pair number, 降勅  is the rotor 
electrical speed, 繋牒暢沈  is the amplitude of 件痛朕  order MMF 
harmonics and 肯鎚 is the angular position in the airgap with 
respect to stator reference. The airgap permeance created by 
the stator open slot structure is given by の岫肯鎚岻 噺 の待 髪 布 の珍cos岫倹傑肯鎚岻著

徴退怠┸態┸戴┼  (2) 

where 傑  is the number of stator slots, の待  is the constant 
airgap permeance value and の珍 is the amplitude of 倹痛朕 order 
harmonics of the permeance function. For simplicity, 
considering only the interaction between the fundamental 
magnet MMF (繋怠) and the constant (の待) as well as the first 
order (の怠) components of the airgap permeance, the airgap 
flux density 岷稽直岫肯鎚┸ 建岻] is given by [7], [19], [20] 稽直岫肯鎚 ┸ 建岻 噺 稽牒認 cos岫鶏追肯鎚 伐 降勅建岻 髪 稽佃貸牒認 cos範盤岫傑 伐 鶏追岻肯鎚 髪 降勅建匪飯 髪 稽佃袋牒認 cos範盤岫傑 髪 鶏追岻肯鎚 伐 降勅建匪飯 

(3) 
With  

菌衿芹
衿緊 稽牒認 噺 繋怠の待稽佃貸牒認 噺 なに 繋怠の怠稽佃袋牒認 噺 なに 繋怠の怠

 (4) 

where 稽牒認 is the fundamental airgap flux density, 稽佃貸牒認 and 稽佃袋牒認 are the modulated airgap flux densities, respectively. 
As the modulated airgap flux density generates the same 
electrical frequency as the fundamental, all of them can 
contribute to the induced EMF and therefore classified as 
working harmonics. 

The subharmonic in the modulated airgap flux density, 稽佃貸牒認 , rotates at a speed of [鶏追 岫傑 伐 鶏追岻エ 峅times the rotor 
mechanical speed. This results in a fast changing airgap field 
for a relatively small mechanical motion of the rotor enabling 
high torque for the SPM-V machines [18]. This is similar to 
a magnetic gearing effect wherein a high speed is generated 
from a low speed rotary motion. The ratio of this high speed 
modulated airgap field to the low rotor mechanical speed is 
defined as the gear ratio (罫追) of the SPM-V machine and is 
given by 罫追 噺 鶏追 岫傑 伐 鶏追岻エ . To maximize the utilization of 
this high-speed low pole pair (傑 伐 鶏追 ) subharmonic 
component, the stator is wound for the same modulated pole 
pair. Therefore, the slot/pole number combination of the 
SPM-V machines follows a specific rule described by 鶏追 噺 傑 伐 鶏鎚 or 鶏追 噺 傑 髪 鶏鎚 (5) 

where鶏鎚 is the stator winding pole pair number. It has been 
proven that the Vernier machine designed with slot/pole 
number combination given by 鶏追 噺 傑 伐 鶏鎚  enables higher 
torque compared to the one using the alternative 岫鶏追 噺 傑 髪鶏鎚岻  [18]. Therefore, 鶏追 噺 傑 伐 鶏鎚  is used throughout this 
paper for maximizing the torque capability. For this slot/pole 
number combination, the gear ratio can be represented as the 
ratio of rotor pole pair number to stator winding pole pair 
number, i.e. 罫追 噺 鶏追 岫傑 伐 鶏追岻 噺 鶏追 岫鶏鎚岻エエ . 

To produce higher torque than a conventional SPM 
machine, the SPM-V machine utilizes higher gear ratio. 
Therefore, with the same stator structure as the conventional 
SPM machine, an SPM-V machine will often have the 
following geometric features: 

 Large rotor pole pair number 
 Large coil pitch to rotor pole pitch ratio 

Large rotor pole pair number results in a 
proportionately higher inter-pole magnet leakage compared 
to the total flux per pole. Many of the previous studies have 
correlated the poor power factor of the Vernier machine to 
this inter-pole magnet leakage [21]. However, it has been 
observed that there is a significant proportion of magnet flux 
that crosses the airgap, traverses through the stator back iron 
yet still does not contribute to the induced EMF. This major 
leakage is due to the large stator coil pitch to rotor pole pitch 
ratio utilized by Vernier machines to produce high torque by 
modulation effect [12]. These PM leakage fluxes will be 
investigated in detail in the following section. 

3. Analytical modelling of power factor 
 
As in conventional SPM machines and to simplify the 

calculation of power factor, it is reasonable to neglect the 
voltage drop due to armature resistance [14] and thereby 
expressing the power factor (鶏繋) as 鶏繋 噺 継椎朕謬継椎朕態 髪 盤荊椎朕隙椎朕匪態 噺 な俵な 髪 磐荊椎朕隙椎朕継椎朕 卑態 

(6) 

where 荊椎朕 is the armature current, 継椎朕 is the induced EMF, 隙椎朕 is the phase reactance. The power factor can be rewritten 
using the armature (ゆ凋) and permanent magnet (ゆ牒暢) flux 
linkages as 鶏繋 噺 な俵な 髪 磐 荊椎朕詣降勅劇椎朕奄牒暢降勅卑態 噺 な俵な 髪 岾 ゆ凋ゆ牒暢峇態 

(7) 

where 詣 is the synchronous inductance, 降勅  is the electrical 
angular frequency, 劇椎朕 is the series turns per phase and 奄牒暢 
is the magnet flux per coil pitch. The power factor of the 
SPM-V machine depends on the ratio of armature flux 
linkage to PM flux linkage. The lower this ratio, the higher 
the power factor.  

The following steps are involved in the derivation and 
validation of the analytical model for power factor: 
(a) Analytical model and FE validation for PM flux linkage 

incorporating PM leakage fluxes developed in [22].  
(b) Analytical model and FE validation for armature flux 

linkage incorporating the stator slot leakage flux. 
(c) Combining the above two steps to obtain the ratio of 

armature flux linkage to PM flux linkage for derivation of 
power factor equation.  

(d) Validation of power factor equation and studying the 
impact of scaling on performance of the SPM-V machines   
 
3.1. Open circuit PM flux linkage 
 

The calculation of open circuit induced EMF (継椎朕貸塚) 
considering the inter-pole leakage flux is presented in [22] for 
an integer slot SPM-V machine as 継椎朕貸塚 噺 倦栂劇椎朕降陳経直詣鎚痛賃稽牒認計捗鎮ヂに 峭 罫追態岫に罫追 髪 な岻 の追 髪 な嶌 (8) 

where 倦栂  is the fundamental winding factor, 劇椎朕  is the 
number of series turns per phase, 降陳 is the rotor mechanical 
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angular velocity, 経直 and 詣鎚痛賃are the airgap diameter and the 
stack length, respectively.の追 is defined as the ratio of の怠 to の待. The inter pole leakage factor (計捗鎮) is given by [22] 計捗鎮 噺 酵追 伐 に訣酵追  (9) 

where 酵追 is the rotor pole pitch and 訣 is the mechanical air 
gap length as shown in Fig. 2.  

The induced EMF in (8) is essentially derived from the 
peak flux calculated by integrating the airgap flux density 
[see (3)] working harmonics over one coil pitch. It is worth 
noting that the integration of the fundamental airgap flux 
density (稽牒認) with 鶏追 pole pair over the large coil pitch (as 
shown in Fig. 2) already takes into account the leakage flux 
due to large coil pitch to magnet pole pitch ratio (discussed in 
section 2). Therefore, (8) incorporates the inter-pole leakage 
flux and the leakage flux due to large coil pitch to rotor pole 
pitch ratio. The peak value of phase open-circuit flux linkage 
can be derived from (8) as expressed by ゆ牒暢 噺 に講 倦栂劇椎朕酵追詣鎚痛賃稽牒認計捗鎮 峭 罫追態岫に罫追 髪 な岻 の追 髪 な嶌 (10) 

 

Fig. 2. Schematic of one pole model of an SPM-V with a 
gear ratio 5 resulting in five magnet poles within one coil 
pitch of an integer slot winding.  
 

3.2. Validation with 2D FEA 
 

Four conventional SPM machines with power ratings 
of 3kW, 500kW [23], 3MW [24] and 10MW [25] are selected 
as both the reference design and to provide the specification 
for comparable SPM-V machines. The key parameters of 
these conventional SPM machines are highlighted in Table 1. 
An outer rotor topology similar to the one shown in Fig. 1 is 
adopted here for all the power ratings because of its suitability 
for low speed high torque direct drive applications [26]. For 
each power rating of conventional SPM machine, 
corresponding SPM-V machines with different slot/pole 
number combinations are obtained by following the rule, 鶏追 噺 岫傑 伐 鶏鎚岻. A gear ratio of 5 has been selected for this 
study as this is a popular gear ratio widely used in literature 
[7], [10], [19], [27]–[29]. The different slot/pole number 
combinations derived for the SPM-V machines are shown in 
Table 3 (see Appendix 3). To enable a fair comparison 
between SPM and SPM-V machines, all the designs for each 
power rating are optimized using genetic algorithm for 
maximum torque with their rotor outer diameter, magnet 
volume, phase current and copper loss kept constant.  

Table 1 Key parameters of SPM machine 

 3kW 500kW  3MW  10MW  

Rated speed(rpm) 170 32 15 10 
Outer diameter(m) 0.426 2.195 5 10 
Airgap length (mm) 0.5 2.15 5 10 
Stack length(m) 0.1 0.55 1.2 1.8 
Magnet volume(m3) 0.00041 0.0162 0.227 0.92 
Phase current(Arms) 2.7 438 2694 8796 
Electrical 
loading(AT/mm) 

9.3 62.7 58.6 54.5 

Turns/phase 720 161 56 32 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

 
(d) 

Fig. 3. Comparison of normalized PM flux linkage, with and 
without considering leakage factor, for different slot/pole 
number combinations of SPM-V machines at power ratings 
(a) 3kW, (b) 500kW, (c) 3MW, and (d) 10MW. 
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For a given power rating, the PM flux linkage of SPM-
V machines varies significantly across different slot/pole 
numbers. Hence, a normalized value of flux linkage is used 
here to compare the accuracy of the analytical equation [see 
(10)] and also to study the influence of leakage factor. The 
ratio of flux linkage calculated from analytical equation to 
that obtained by 2D FEA is defined as the normalized value 
for PM flux linkage. Further, to make the study more generic, 
the slot/pole numbers for different power ratings are 
expressed as normalized pole pitch (酵追拍 ) which is defined as 
the ratio of pole pitch (酵追) to magnetic airgap length (訣嫗) 
given by [22] 酵追拍 噺 酵追磐訣 髪 月陳航追勅頂卑 噺 酵追訣嫗 (11) 

Table 2 Inter pole leakage factor (皐讃残) calculated using (9) 
for different power ratings at various rotor pole pair 
numbers (皿司) of SPM-V machine 

3kW 500kW  3MW  10MW  

 鶏追  計捗鎮  鶏追  計捗鎮  鶏追  計捗鎮  鶏追  計捗鎮 
20 0.967 35 0.952 40 0.944 60 0.919 

30 0.952 70 0.908 50 0.931 100 0.869 
40 0.936 105 0.865 60 0.919 200 0.741 
60 0.907 140 0.821 80 0.894 300 0.613 
80 0.877 175 0.777 100 0.868 400 0.484 
100 0.847 210 0.733 160 0.792   

 
The leakage factors for SPM-V machines calculated 

using (9) for different power ratings are given in Table 2. The 
comparison of normalized PM flux linkage, with and without 
considering the leakage factor (計捗鎮) in (10), is shown in Fig. 
3 for different power ratings across slot/pole numbers. The 
results clearly show that without the consideration of leakage 
factor, there is a significant difference between analytical 
predictions and 2D FEA results, particularly at high slot/pole 
number. This means that for high slot/pole number 
combinations, the inter-pole leakage flux becomes significant 
compared to the total flux per pole as shown in Fig. 4(b) and 
can result in reduced power factor. As expected, for SPM-V 
machines with low slot/pole number, the inter-pole leakage is 
negligible compared to the flux per pole, as shown in Fig. 4(a).  

 

  
(a) (b) 

Fig. 4. Open circuit flux distribution with one magnet 
aligned with the stator tooth for the 500kW SPM-V machine 
with slot/pole number 
(a)軽鎚 噺 ねに┸ 鶏追 噺 ぬの┸ 鶏鎚 噺 ば, (b) 軽鎚 噺 にひね┸ 鶏追 噺 にねの┸ 鶏鎚 噺ねひ.  

 
Fig. 5. Open circuit flux distribution for 500kW SPM-V 
machine with phase A having the maximum flux linkage.  
 

However, it is observed that even for a low slot/pole 
number with negligible inter-pole leakage flux, the 
proportion of PM flux resulting in induced EMF is still 
significantly less compared to the total flux generated by the 
five magnets under one coil pitch. To verify this, open-circuit 
fluxes are extracted using 2D FEA as shown in Fig. 5. The 
500kW SPM-V machine is used as example, and the rotor 
position is where the phase A has its maximum flux linkage. 
The total PM flux contributed by the 5 magnets under one coil 
pitch (剛牒暢ｅ痛墜痛) is obtained by summing the fluxes extracted 
from the bottom face of these magnets (yellow solid lines in 
Fig. 5). The flux contributing to the induced EMF (剛帳暢庁) is 
obtained by summing the flux extracted from 潔潔嫗  and 穴穴嫗 
(red dotted line in Fig. 5). The difference of these two fluxes, 剛牒暢ｅ痛墜痛 and 剛帳暢庁, is the total PM leakage flux per coil pitch 
(剛牒暢鎮賃直ｅ痛墜痛 ). The inter-pole leakage flux contribution as a 
proportion of 剛帳暢庁 can be obtained from the analytical result 
shown in Fig. 3(b). Thereby, the two PM leakage fluxes, i.e. 
inter pole leakage flux (剛牒暢鎮賃直ｅ沈椎 ) and the leakage flux 
(剛牒暢鎮賃直ｅ頂墜沈鎮) due to large coil pitch to rotor pole pitch, can be 
segregated. The comparison of these individual leakage 
fluxes for the 500kW SPM-V machine across slot/pole 
numbers is shown in Fig. 6. All the fluxes are presented as a 
normalized value with 剛牒暢ｅ痛墜痛 being the reference base value.  

 
Fig. 6. Comparison of contribution of individual PM 
leakage fluxes to the total PM flux (剛牒暢ｅ痛墜痛) generated by 
the five magnets under one coil pitch across slot/pole 
number for the 500kW SPM-V machine. 
 

The comparison reveals very interesting results that 
the total leakage flux at high slot/pole number (酵追拍 簡 に) can 
reach almost 87% of the total PM flux (剛牒暢ｅ痛墜痛). And out of 
this, 80% is contribution from leakage flux due to large coil 
pitch to rotor pole pitch ratio (剛牒暢鎮賃直ｅ頂墜沈鎮 ). Although, the 
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inter-pole leakage flux at 酵追拍 簡 に can be 42% of 剛帳暢庁, it is 
still negligible compared to the 剛牒暢鎮賃直ｅ頂墜沈鎮.  

 

 
Fig. 7. Contribution of inter-pole leakage flux and leakage 
flux due to large coil pitch. 
 

The open-circuit flux distribution at 酵追拍 簡 に  for the 
500kW SPM-V machine is shown in Fig. 7. It clearly shows 
the fact that compared to the total generated flux from the 5 
magnets, significantly less fluxes are linking with the winding. 
For low slot/pole numbers, although the inter-pole leakage is 
negligible, 剛牒暢鎮賃直ｅ頂墜沈鎮 is almost 56% of 剛牒暢ｅ痛墜痛 . Thus, the 
study reveals that for Vernier machines, their PM leakage 
fluxes are largely dominated by the leakage flux due to large 
coil pitch. This is an inherent characteristic as they utilize the 
flux modulation or gearing effect to produce high torque. As 
a matter of fact, the higher the gear ratio is, the higher the coil 
pitch to rotor pole pitch ratio will be. This trend will lead to 
higher 剛牒暢鎮賃直ｅ頂墜沈鎮 resulting in even lower power factor. 

 

4. Armature flux linkage calculation 
 
In addition to the PM flux linkage, the power factor 

calculation also requires accurate prediction of the armature 
flux linkage. This section focuses on the derivation of an 
analytical equation for estimating the armature flux linkage 
considering the stator slot leakage flux, which is not 
negligible for a permanent magnet machine with a large 
magnetic airgap length. 

 
4.1. Armature flux calculation  

 
The armature flux distributions (without magnet 

excitation) in 500kW Vernier machines for a low 酵追拍  design 
(酵追拍 噺 に┻に) and a high 酵追拍  design (酵追拍 噺 は┻ば) are shown in Fig. 
8 (a) and (b), respectively. The flux distributions are shown 
at an instant when the phase C current is maximum. It is 
observed that for low 酵追拍  design, where the stator slot opening 
becomes comparable or lower than twice the magnetic airgap 
length (訣嫗), there is significant amount of slot leakage flux 岷奄戴  in Fig. 8(a)]. For high 酵追拍  design, the slot leakage is 
negligible as the slot opening is much larger than 2訣嫗 and 
therefore almost all the fluxes (奄怠and奄態) cross the airgap. 
It is worth noting here that, the stator slot depth increases 
towards high slot/pole numbers to keep the copper loss 
constant. 

A schematic of the armature flux distribution for one 
stator pole with three major flux paths (Loop1, Loop2 and 
Loop3 highlighted in red dotted lines) is shown in Fig. 9. 
Ampere’s circuital law is applied to these three loops to 

estimate the magnitudes of the armature fluxes. The 
following assumptions have been made for this calculation: 

 The stator and rotor core are infinitely permeable. 
 Airgap flux density is constant along the radial 

direction. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 8. Armature flux distribution (without magnet 
excitation) of the 500kW machine. 
(a) 酵追拍 噺 に┻に with mainly two flux paths (剛態┸crossing the 
airgap and 剛戴, slot leakage flux), (b) 酵追拍 噺 は┻ば with mainly 
two flux paths (剛怠and 剛態 both crossing the airgap). 
 

 
Fig. 9. Schematic showing three major flux loops (Loop1 
carrying flux剛怠, Loop2 carrying flux 剛態 and Loop3 
carrying flux剛戴) of armature flux distribution (no magnets 
excited). 

Applying Ampere’s circuital law, the fluxes in the 
three loops can be calculated as (see Appendix 1 for more 
detailed derivations)   奄怠 噺 ヂに航待兼 罫追態酵追拍 酵追芸詣鎚痛賃計頂岫罫追 髪 な岻  (12) 

奄態 噺 ヂに航待兼 罫追態酵追拍 酵追芸詣鎚痛賃計頂岫罫追 髪 な岻 噺 奄怠 (13) 

奄戴 噺 航待ヂに兼 罫追ぷ追芸詣鎚痛賃 磐月痛決墜卑 (14) 

where 芸 is the electrical loading, 兼 is the phase number, 月痛 
is the stator slot height, 決墜 is the stator slot opening and 訣嫗嫗 噺計頂 岾訣 髪 朕尿禎認賑迩峇 噺 計頂訣嫗 is the effective airgap length, 計頂  is the 

Carter’s coefficient given by [20], [30] 

A-

C-C+ 剛態 剛戴

剛態 剛怠 決
決嫗

N

Rotor yoke

訣月陳 N NS S 酵追
月痛

月槻鎚

月槻追
酵鎚

決待

S

Loop2=剛態
Loop1=剛怠 Loop3=剛戴
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計頂 噺 峪な 伐 に講 絞鎚 崕tan貸怠 磐決墜訣嫗卑 伐 訣嫗決墜 ln 釆な 髪 なね 磐決墜訣嫗卑挽崗崋貸怠
 (15) 

  

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

 
(d) 

Fig. 10. Comparison of normalized armature flux, with and 
without considering the slot leakage flux, for SPM-V 
machine at power rating 
(a) 3kW (b) 500kW Vernier (c) 3MW and (d) 10MW. 
 

It is worth noting here that the magnitudes of fluxes 
flowing in Loop1 and Loop2 are the same [see (12) and (13)]. 
For validating the armature flux calculation, total flux linking 
with the phase C is estimated directly by FEA by doubling 
the flux extracted from contour 潔潔嫗 [marked in yellow dotted 
line in Fig. 8(b)]. This value is then compared with the 
analytically calculated value wherein the total flux per coil 
pitch is expressed as ね奄怠 髪 に奄戴 , where に奄戴  is the slot 

leakage flux contribution. The validation of the analytical 
armature fluxes for all the power ratings, with and without 
considering the slot leakage flux, is shown in Fig. 10. Similar 
to the PM flux linkage validation, the armature flux is 
represented as normalized value with their corresponding 2D 
FEA value as a base value. 

The comparison shows that there is significant 
contribution from slot leakage flux to the total armature flux 
at high slot/pole number combinations where the slot width 
becomes comparable or less than twice of the magnetic airgap 
length. The slot leakage flux can be as high as 50% at a 
normalized pole pitch of around 2. Therefore, the 
consideration of this slot leakage flux is very important for 
accurate power factor calculation. Although the analytically 
predicted armature flux (considering the slot leakage flux) 
has almost ~10% deviation from 2D FEA, the error is nearly 
constant across various slot/pole numbers. 

 
4.2. Armature flux linkage calculation  

 
The armature flux linkage for the main flux (ね奄怠) can 

be directly obtained by multiplying the number of turns per 
phase as the main flux crosses the airgap and loops around 
the entire turns per coil in the slot (see Fig. 9). Thus, the 
armature flux linkage (ゆ凋尿) for the main flux is given by  

ゆ凋尿 噺 劇椎朕岫ね奄怠岻 噺 ねヂに航待兼 劇椎朕罫追態酵追拍 酵追芸詣鎚痛賃計頂岫罫追 髪 な岻  (16) 

However, for the slot leakage flux, the effective 
number of turns needs to be calculated to obtain the flux 
linkage. The schematic used for calculating the effective 
number of turns is shown in Fig. 11, which highlights the slot 
leakage flux loops around the conductors in a slot. 

 

 
Fig. 11. The schematic showing stator slot leakage flux 
loops around the conductors in a slot. The coil in the slot 
with a slot height of 月痛 has a number of conductors 軽痛. The 
flux is assumed to be evenly distributed along the height of 
the slot in proportion to the enclosed current carrying 
conductors. 
 

The schematic shows that the coil in the slot has a 
number of conductors (軽痛) distributed evenly along the height 
of the slot (月痛). The magnitude of the flux in each loop is 
assumed to be proportional to the conductors enclosed by the 
loop. The variation of the magnitude of flux along the height 
of the slot is shown in Fig. 11, with 奄陳銚掴 being the maximum 
value contributed by 軽痛  number of turns. The effective 
number of turns (out of 軽痛 turns),軽勅捗捗, linking with the total 
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slot leakage flux (に奄戴) can be calculated as (see Appendix 2 
for more detailed derivation) 軽勅捗捗 噺 岫軽痛 髪 な岻岫ね軽痛 伐 な岻は軽痛  (17) 

Therefore, the total slot leakage flux linkage (ゆ凋濡如) per 
phase can be derived as ゆ凋濡如 噺 に奄戴劇椎朕 軽勅捗捗軽痛 噺 ヂに航待兼 罫追ぷ追芸詣鎚痛賃 磐月痛決墜卑 劇椎朕 抜 軽勅捗捗軽痛  

(18) 

5. Power factor calculation and validation 

 

5.1. Power factor for different slot/pole numbers 
 
The power factor equation can then be given as 鶏繋 噺 な俵な 髪 磐皇凋尿 髪 皇凋濡如皇牒暢 卑態 噺 な紐な 髪 岫計痛岻態 

(19) 

where 計痛 is the factor which represents the ratio of armature 
flux linkage to PM flux linkage. Substituting the values of 
PM and armature flux linkages from (10), (16) and (18), 計痛 
can be expressed as 計痛 噺 磐 航待講ヂに兼卑 峭罫追芸稽牒認 嶌 な計捗鎮岫な 髪 計塚勅追岻 釆ね酵追拍計頂 磐 罫追罫追 髪 な卑髪 月痛決待 軽勅捗捗軽痛 挽 (20) 

where計塚勅追 噺 弔認鉄岫態弔認袋怠岻 の追, representing the permeance term.  

The following three scenarios have been included in 
the validation of the derived analytical equation to study the 
influence of each parameter on power factor. The equation 
for 計痛 corresponding to each scenario is also highlighted.  

 Scenario 1: PM flux linkage without leakage factor 
(計捗鎮) and armature flux linkage without slot leakage 

flux (に奄戴) 

計痛 噺 峭にヂに航待講兼 嶌 峭 罫追態罫追 髪 な嶌 峭 芸稽牒認嶌 磐 酵追拍計頂岫な 髪 計塚勅追岻卑 (21) 

 Scenario 2: PM flux linkage with leakage factor and 
armature flux linkage without slot leakage flux 

計痛 噺 峭にヂに航待講兼 嶌 峭 罫追態罫追 髪 な嶌 峭 芸稽牒認嶌 峭 酵追拍計頂計捗鎮岫な 髪 計塚勅追岻嶌 (22) 

 Scenario 3: PM flux linkage with leakage factor and 
armature flux linkage with slot leakage flux [see (20)] 
 
The impact of each scenario on the power factor 

calculation is compared across various slot/pole numbers at 
different power ratings, as shown in Fig. 12. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

 
(d) 

Fig. 12. Comparison of power factor calculation (with 
incremental improvements from Scenario 1 to Scenario 3) 
with 2D FEA across slot/pole number combinations at 
power ratings  
(a) 3kW, (b) 500kW, (c) 3MW, and (d) 10MW. 

 
The overall comparison shows that the power factor 

calculation using the analytical equation, incorporating the 
PM leakage factor (計捗鎮) and the armature slot leakage flux in 
Scenario 3, provides significantly better agreement with the 
FEA prediction. It also shows that the effect of these leakage 
fluxes on the power factor is significant, especially for higher 
slot/pole numbers. Interestingly, even though the PM inter-
pole leakage flux is negligible compared to the leakage flux 
due to large coil pitch, they still have a significant impact on 
the value of power factor. This is because their magnitudes 
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become comparable to the flux linking with the winding as 
slot/pole number increases.  

It is interesting to note here that the power factor 
shows an increasing trend (scenario 1) with higher slot/pole 
number when these leakage fluxes are neglected. This can be 
understood from (21). The last term in (21) represents the 
geometric parameter of the machine which is mainly a 
function of airgap permeance. The variation of this term, the 
ratio of 酵追拍  to 計頂岫な 髪 計塚勅追岻, is plotted against the normalized 
pole pitch for all power ratings and is shown in Fig. 13. For a 
given normalized pole pitch, this geometric term is observed 
to be almost the same across all power ratings and shows a 
decreasing trend with higher slot/pole numbers. The first 
three terms in (21) are almost constant across slot/pole 
numbers. Therefore, the power factor shows an increasing 
trend with higher slot/pole numbers for SPM-V machines. 
However, after the consideration of the PM leakage flux and 
armature stator slot leakage flux, this benefit in power factor 
at high slot/pole number disappears. This is particularly the 
case for higher power ratings. Although, at low slot/pole 
numbers, the inter-pole leakage flux and the slot leakage flux 
are negligible, the PM leakage flux due to large coil pitch still 
persists making the power factor poor for SPM-V machines. 

 

 
Fig. 13. Comparison of the term, 酵追拍 岷計頂岫な 髪 計塚勅追岻峅エ ┸ 
between different power ratings plotted against normalized 
pole pitch.  
 

5.2. Scaling effect on power factor 
 

For simplification, (21) has been considered to 
understand the trend of power factor with scaling (increasing 
power rating). The gear ratio (罫追 噺 の) is maintained the same 
for all power ratings. The last term, 酵追拍 岷計頂岫な 髪 計塚勅追岻峅エ , is 
also found to be constant for a given 酵追拍 . The magnetic loading 
(稽牒認) is not expected to change significantly across power 
ratings. Therefore, the power factor is directly proportional to 
the electrical loading (芸 ). The comparison of 計痛  between 
conventional SPM and SPM-V machines calculated from (21) 
as a function of electrical loading (for an assumed 酵追拍 噺 ぬ) is 
shown in Fig. 14. The values of 稽牒認 and 計頂 are assumed to be 
0.8T and 1.5, respectively. For the conventional SPM 
machine, 罫追 噺 な  and 計塚勅追 噺 ど  has been used┻  It can be 
observed from Fig. 14 that the value of 計痛  for SPM-V 
machine increases with electrical loading at a much faster rate 
than conventional SPM machine. This is due to their high 罫追 
value resulting in increased leakage due to a large coil pitch.  

The power factors derived from their respective 計痛 
using (19) are also shown in Fig. 14. For very low electrical 
loading (<10A/mm2) 計痛  is observed to be much less than 

unity for both conventional SPM and SPM-V machines. 
Therefore, the achievable power factors for both machines are 
almost near to unity. However, with increasing electrical 
loading, 計痛 for SPM-V machine can go beyond unity, leading 
to significantly reduced power factor, which is around 0.5. 
But for the conventional SPM machine, 計痛 is still much lower 
than 1, enabling it to achieve much higher power factor.  

 

 
Fig. 14. Variation of 計痛 and power factor with electrical 
loading for 酵追拍 噺 ぬ.   
 

The comparison of power factor between the 
conventional SPM and SPM-V machines at different power 
ratings predicted by 2D FEA is shown in Fig. 15. As 
explained above, it is observed that the power factor of SPM-
V machine drops significantly with increased rating. The 
500kW SPM-V machine with the largest electrical loading 
shows the poorest power factor. However, the conventional 
SPM machine is able to give an acceptable high power factor 
across power ratings. The SPM-V machine with low 
electrical loading, e.g. the 3kW machine, is able to provide a 
high power factor (>0.9) comparable to that of the 
conventional SPM machine.  

 
Fig. 15. Comparison of power factors (calculated using 2D 
FEA) between Vernier machines with power ratings of 3kW, 
500kW, 3MW and 10MW. 
 

5.3. Experimental Validation 
 

The experimental validation for the 2D FEA model 
has been presented in the previous publication [22] which 
discussed a detailed analytical model for the induced EMF of 
the SPM-V machine. Two small prototypes (one for 
conventional SPM and one for SPM-V machine) have been 
tested and compared to validate the analytical and 2D FEA 
models. As this paper discusses a topic which is an extension 
of the previous publication [22], the test validation are 
assumed to be valid for the present work as well. 
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6. Conclusion 
 
The impact of scaling on power factor of SPM-V 

machines is investigated using power ratings ranging from 
3kW to 10MW. A detailed analytical modelling, 
incorporating the effects of all the leakage fluxes has been 
presented and validated. It has been revealed that SPM-V 
machines have an additional and significant PM leakage flux 
resulting from their large coil pitch to rotor pole pitch ratio 
which is absent in conventional SPM machines. This leakage 
flux together with the PM inter-pole and stator slot leakage 
fluxes reduce the power factor of SPM-V machines especially 
at high slot/pole numbers. Although leakage fluxes are high, 
negligible armature reaction at low power rating/electrical 
loading (~ <20AT/mm) enables SPM-V machines to achieve 
reasonably good power factor (> 0.9). However, at high 
power rating/electrical loading, the above mentioned leakage 
fluxes significantly reduce the power factor of SPM-V 
machines compared to conventional SPM machines.  
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8. Appendices  
 

8.1. Appendix 1 
 

Applying Ampere’s circuital law to Loop1 (see Fig. 9), 
gives 鰭 茎屎屎王┻ 穴健屎屎屎王 噺 軽痛荊頂賃痛貸椎賃 (23) 

where 軽痛is the number of turns per coil of stator winding and 荊頂賃痛貸椎賃 is the peak value of armature current. The peak value 
of radial airgap flux density (稽直銚挑怠) along Loop1 is given by  稽直銚挑怠 噺 航待軽痛荊頂賃痛貸椎賃に訣嫗嫗  (24) 

where  

訣嫗嫗 噺 計頂 磐訣 髪 月陳航追勅頂卑 噺 計頂訣嫗 (25) 

with   

計頂 噺 峪な 伐 に講 絞鎚 崕tan貸怠 磐決墜訣嫗卑 伐 訣嫗決墜 ln 釆な 髪 なね 磐決墜訣嫗卑挽崗崋貸怠
 (26) 

The total flux in Loop1 can then be derived by 
integrating 稽直銚挑怠 over one slot pitch (酵鎚) as 剛怠 噺 航待軽痛荊頂賃痛貸椎賃詣鎚痛賃酵鎚に訣嫗嫗  (27) 軽痛 can be expressed in terms of turns per phase (劇椎朕), 
number of parallel branches (欠) and stator winding pole pair 
(鶏鎚) as 

軽痛 噺 劇椎朕欠鶏鎚  (28) 

Applying  荊頂賃痛貸椎賃 噺 ヂに荊椎朕 欠エ  (29) 

劇椎朕荊椎朕 噺 講経直芸に兼  (30) 

講経直に鶏鎚 噺 罫追ぷ追 (31) 

酵鎚 噺 に罫追ぷ追岫罫追 髪 な岻 (32) 

We get  

奄怠 噺 ヂに航待兼 罫追態酵追拍 酵追芸詣鎚痛賃計頂岫罫追 髪 な岻  (33) 

where 荊椎朕 is the phase current, 芸is the electrical loading of 
the machine, 兼 is the total number of phases. 
Applying the same approach for Loop2, gives  奄態 噺 ヂに航待兼 罫追態酵追拍 酵追芸詣鎚痛賃計頂岫罫追 髪 な岻  (34) 

Therefore, the magnitudes of flux flowing in Loop1 
and Loop2 are the same.  

Applying Ampere’s circuital law in Loop3 and 
assuming a linear variation of ampere-turns in the coil, gives 鰭 茎屎屎王┻ 穴健屎屎屎王 噺 軽痛荊頂賃痛貸椎賃 捲月痛 (35) 

Assuming the whole MMF drop to be across the slot 
opening, the flux density in the stator slot (稽直鎚 ) can be 
calculated as 稽直鎚 噺 航待軽痛荊頂賃痛貸椎賃決墜 磐 捲月痛卑 (36) 

Integrating 稽直鎚 over the entire height of the slot (月痛) 
and length of the machine (詣鎚痛賃) we get  剛戴 噺 航待軽痛荊頂賃痛貸椎賃詣鎚痛賃 磐 月痛に決墜卑 (37) 

By following the same procedure as adopted for 
obtaining (33) from (27), 剛戴 can be rewritten as 剛戴 噺 航待ヂに兼 罫追ぷ追芸詣鎚痛賃 磐月痛決墜卑 (38) 

 
8.2. Appendix 2 

 
The magnitude of the flux in each loop (see Fig. 11) is 

assumed to be proportional to the conductors enclosed by the 
loop. The variation of the magnitude of flux along the height 
of the slot is shown in Fig. 16, with 奄陳銚掴 being the maximum 
value contributed by 軽痛 turns. 
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Fig. 16. Variation of flux magnitude from conductor 1 to 軽痛 
with 剛陳銚掴 being the maximum flux contributed by the 軽痛 
turns. Conductor 1 is placed first at the slot bottom.  

 
The total slot leakage flux (剛鎚鎮) contributed by all the 

conductors in one slot is given by the area under triangle 剣券券嫗. 
The individual flux linkage with each conductor is calculated 
as below: 
Conductor 1: Area under triangle 剣欠欠嫗 multiplied by number 
of conductors within the area, given by 

なに 磐月鎚軽痛卑 磐剛陳銚掴軽痛 卑 抜 な 噺 剛鎚鎮軽痛態 抜 な (39) 

Conductor 2: Area under trapezoid 欠欠嫗決嫗決  multiplied by 
number of conductors within the area, given by 釆なに 磐に 抜 月鎚軽痛卑 磐に 抜 剛陳軽痛 卑 伐 なに 磐な 抜 月鎚軽痛卑 磐な 抜 剛陳軽痛 卑挽 抜 に噺 剛鎚鎮軽痛態 抜 ぬ 抜 に 

(40) 

Extending this logic, the flux linkage with the final 
conductor 軽痛 is given by 剛鎚鎮軽痛態 抜 岫に券 伐 な岻券 (41) 

The total flux linkage is the summation of individual 
conductor flux linkage and is given by 剛鎚鎮軽痛態 布岫に券 伐 な岻券 噺 剛鎚鎮 抜 岫軽痛 髪 な岻岫ね軽痛 伐 な岻は軽痛

朝禰
津退怠  (42) 

8.3. Appendix 3 

Table 3 Slot/pole number combinations investigated in this paper  

Machine 
Type 

Design 
number 

3kW 500kW 3MW 10MW 錆史 皿司 皿史 錆史 皿司 皿史 錆史 皿司 皿史 錆史 皿司 皿史 
Conventional 0 96 16 16 294 49 49 480 80 80 960 160 160 
Vernier 1 24 20 4 42 35 7 48 40 8 48 40 8 
Vernier 2 36 30 6 84 70 14 60 50 10 72 60 12 
Vernier 3 48 40 8 126 105 21 72 60 12 120 100 20 
Vernier 4 72 60 12 168 140 28 96 80 16 240 200 40 
Vernier 5 96 80 16 210 175 35 120 100 20 480 400 80 
Vernier 6 120 100 20 252 210 42 192 160 32 - - - 
Vernier 7 - - - 294 245 49 240 200 40 - - - 
Vernier 8 - - - - - - 360 300 60 - - - 
Vernier 9 - - - - - - 480 400 80 - - - 
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